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elmingly on March 2, 1861, the Corwin Amendment that gave constitutional protection to slavery. Lincoln endorsed the amendment in his
Quite clearly, the North was not prepared to go to war in order to end slavery when on the very eve of war the US Congress and incoming president were in the process of making it unconstitutional to abolish slavery.
Here we have absolute total proof that the North wanted the South kept in the Union far more than the North wanted to abolish slavery.
avery
offered them on a silver platter by Congress and the President. Clearly, for the South also the issue was not slavery.
The real issue between North and South could not be reconciled on the basis of accommodating slavery. The real issue was economics as DiLorenzo, Charles Beard and other historians have documented. The North offered to preserve slavery irrevocably, but the
North did not offer to give up the high tariffs and economic policies that the South saw as inimical to its interests.

the
war crimes of his generals. Demonizing the enemy with moral language works for the victor. And it is still ongoing. We see in the destruction of statues the determination to shove remaining symbols of the Confederacy down the Memory Hole.
Today the ignorant morons, thoroughly brainwashed by Identity Politics, are demanding removal of memorials to Robert E. Lee, an
alleged racist toward whom they express violent hatred. This presents a massive paradox. Robert E. Lee was the first person offered
ing
to war to free black slaves?
Virginia did not secede until April 17, 1861, two days after Lincoln called up troops for the invasion of the South.
Surely there must be some hook somewhere that the dishonest court historians can use on which to hang an explanation that the war
was about slavery. It is not an easy task. Only a small minority of southerners owned slaves. Slaves were brought to the New World
by Europeans as a labor force long prior to the existence of the US and the Southern states in order that the abundant land could be
exploited. For the South slavery was an inherited institution that pre-dated the South. Diaries and letters of soldiers fighting for the
Confederacy and those fighting for the Union provide no evidence that the soldiers were fighting for or against slavery. Princeton historian, Pulitzer Prize winner, Lincoln Prize winner, president of the American Historical Association, and member of the editorial board
of Encyclopedia Britannica, James M. McPherson, in his book based on the correspondence of one thousand soldiers from both
sides, What They Fought For, 1861-1865, reports that they fought for two different understandings of the Constitution.
As for the Emancipation Proclamation, on the Union side, military officers were concerned that the Union troops would desert if the
Emancipation Proclamation gave them the impression that they were being killed and maimed for the sake of blacks. That is why Lins off
the front lines.
If we look carefully we can find a phony hook in the South Carolina Declaration of Causes of Secession (December 20, 1860) as long
dent
Lincoln used rhetoric aimed at the abolitionist vote. (Abolitionists did want slavery abolished for moral reasons, though it is sometimes
hard to see their morality through their hate, but they never controlled the government.)

which
e docut
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States, respectively, or to the
South Carolina saw slavery as the issue being used by the North to violate the sovereignty of states and to further centralize power in
Washington. The secession document makes the case that the North, which controlled the US government, had broken the compact
on which the Union rested and, therefore, had made the Union null and void. For example, South Carolina pointed to Article 4 of the
, shall, in
consequence of any law or regulation therein, be discharged from such service or labor, but shall be delivered up, on claim of the
article of
the compact. Thus, the northern states had deliberately broken the compact on which the union was formed.
time
The secession document reads as a defense of the powers of states and not as a defense of slavery. Here is the document: http://
teachingamericanhistory.org/library/document/south-carolina-declaration-of-causes-of-secession/
Read it and see what you decide.
crimes
e North
-do about slavery, slavery must
have been the cause of the war.
As South Carolina was the first to secede, its secession document probably was the model for other states. If so, this is the avenue
by which court historians, that is, those who replace real history with fake history, turn the war into a war over slavery.
Once people become brainwashed, especially if it is by propaganda that serves power, they are more or less lost forever. It is extremely difficult to bring them to truth. Just look at the pain and suffering inflicted on historian David Irving for documenting the truth
about the war crimes committed by the allies against the Germans. There is no doubt that he is correct, but the truth is unacceptable.
The same is the case with the War of Northern Aggression. Lies masquerading as history have been institutionalized for 150 years.
An institutionalized lie is highly resistant to truth.
Education has so deteriorated in the US that many people can no longer tell the difference between an explanation and an excuse or justification. In the US denunciation of
an orchestrated hate object is a safer path for a writer than explanation. Truth is the
casualty.
That truth is so rare everywhere in the Western World is why the West is doomed. The
United States, for example, has an entire population that is completely ignorant of its
own history.
As George Orwell said, the best way to destroy a people is to destroy their history.
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2021 TEXAS DIVISION RENUNION NEWS
The TX Div. Reunion in Waco was as resounding success and very well attended during the weekend of May 28th through June 1. The main order of business was election
of officers for the next two (2) years and the results are as follows:
Division Commander John McCammon
Lt. Commander

Michael Hurley

2nd Lt. Commander

Kyle Sims

3rd Lt. Commander

Jim Cox

Adjutant

Allen Hearrean

Chaplain

James Bozeman

Chief of Staff

Shelby Little

Judge Advocate

Rob Jones

All officials are now listed on the website www.scvtexas.org including other appointed
positions and all Brigade Officers.
Upcoming Reunions:
McKinney on June 3-5, 2022

Lubbock on June 2-4, 2023

Camp Commander elected as 3rd Lt. Commander for Texas Division
Your Camp Commander, Jim Cox, was elected as 3rd Lt. Commander for
a two year term at the Texas Division Reunion. I consider this to be a
special honor to represent our Camp and the SCV in this capacity. The
respondence, communication directives and website for the Division.
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A Short History Lesson
Just as the War for American Independence of 1776, the War for
Southern Independence of 1861

constantly trying to raise taxes on
Southerners through high tariffs
on imported good to protect the
inefficient big businesses in the
North. These big businesses
could not compete with manufactured goods from England and France with whom the South traded cotton. The South did not have factories and had to import
most finished products.
The Industrial Revolution allowed England and France to produce
and ship products across the Atlantic that were cheaper than the
products of Northern manufacturers. When Lincoln was elected
President, he and the U.S. Congress immediately passed the
Morrill Tariff (the highest import tax in U.S. history), more than
doubling the import tax rate from 20% to 47%. This tax served to
bankrupt many Southerners. Though the Southern states represented only about 30% of the U.S. population, they paid 80% of
to govern themselves, and an unrepresentative federal government pushed the Southern states to legally withdraw from the
Union.
Since the Southerners had escaped the tax by withdrawing from
the Union, the only way the North could collect this oppressive
tax was to invade the Confederate States and force them at gunpoint back into the Union.
It was to collect this import tax to satisfy Northern industrialist
supporters that Abraham Lincoln invaded the South. Slavery was
The republic of free sovereign states as envisioned by the United
States founders was destroyed by the victory of the North. The
Southern states were forced back into the Union at gunpoint.
The truth about the Confederate Flag is that it has nothing to do
with racism or hate. The War for Southern Independence was
not fought over slavery or racism.
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